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Most Corrupt Court in Cattaraugus County Discovered - It's the
Little Valley Town Court

LITTLE VALLEY NEW YORK TOWN COURT DECLARES IT'S A CRIME TO REMAIN SILENT! A ProSe litigant in a local case in Cattaraugus County thought he had seen it all. From the perjury of "ADA's"
Elizabeth Ensell and Kelly Balcom and both tag teaming him in one hearing, to the three judges recusing
themselves, one who the matter was never in front of, which is another historical first in the State of New
York, to the fact that he was the first person ever in the history of the United Stated to be indicted without a
grand jury ever being formed, he did not even see what the new court had in store for him in the "action",
but ...

On April 8th, 2015 the Pro Se was forced to go in front of "Judge" (and I use the term loosely) Joesph Dry.
Among the lawlessness that day, the most lawless issue that occurred when Dry dismissed the
Pro-Se's motion to dismiss the Obstruction of Government Administration for remaining silent so
by this action, being a "judge", he ruled that it is illegal to remain silent. So now you have the
judicial branch backing up the executive branch proclaiming it is illegal to remain silent in New
York State. But that is not all that happened that day...
We will let the transcript pick up from here... to download the complete transcript of the hearing click here.
PAGE 2;
"JUDGE" DRY: These charges have been -- you’ve been -- they’ve been read to you before in
another court, correct?
PRO-SE: I was allegedly arraigned on June XXXXXXXXXXX 2014, Your Honor.
"JUDGE" DRY: So there’s a charge of failure to stop at a stop sign,... and obstructing government
administration, correct?
PRO-SE: For remaining silent, yes, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Uh-hum. So the case has been transferred here.
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PRO-SE:
Yes, sir.
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"JUDGE" DRY: You’ve submitted a demand for -PRO-SE: Your Honor, I -- may I first address the Court on the -- that does not look like the full
file. I do not see any of my pleadings in there. I had an omnibus motion already filed.
The important thing to understand here is the fact that "Judge" Dry claimed it was an arraignment,
making it the third arraignment on the same charges. There is no law that allows a court, or
anyone/anything else for that matter to allow a judge to arraign a person on the same charges over and
over. Look's like another historical first for the Pro-Se...
PAGE 12, LINE 4;
"JUDGE" DRY: It’s an arraignment.
No where in the transcript do you hear Dry asking the Pro-Se if he wished to continue his plea,
change it, or enter it. In other words there was no plea entered so Dry had no jurisdiction
whatsoever to proceed;
"the court does not acquire jurisdiction over a defendant in a traffic case until the defendant has
been arraigned (i.e., entered a plea in response to the charge)." Perry, 87 NY2d at 355-356
So Dry had NO JURISDICTION whatsoever and he could not move forward until the Pro-Se
pleaded, which Dry never asked him to so why would he? Because "ADA" Kelly Balcom tried that at
the Machias Court and failed miserably. That crash and burn on that one resulted in two judges recusing
themselves from the matter, one judge recused herself where the matter was not even in front of her,
another historical first in New York! The Pro-Se is lining up the be the all time leader for the New York
State Jurisprudence Hall of Fame!
But this is just the tip of the corruption-berg. On to the more interesting aspects of "Judge"
Joseph Dry...
PAGE 3, LINE 11 AND ON;
PRO-SE: I did respond to that and also -- however, Your Honor, the simplified informations
were never verified so in accordance with -DRY: Right, but you’ve done -- first of all, I want you to understand that you’re entitled
to an attorney

Notice how Dry cut him off? Also notice how he admits he understands that the simplified informations
were not signed? One time can be considered "incompetence or harmless error", However you will see
how Dry cuts off the Pro-Se constantly throughout this 'action', that rises Dry's actions to the level of
pattern and practice which can be part of a RICO lawsuit. Also notice what the Pro-Se said before Dry cut
him off, i.e. telling Dry the simplified informations were not signed? Dry was actually holding them in his
hand!
The Court of Appeals has long held that legal error and judicial misconduct are “not necessarily
mutually exclusive; a pattern of fundamental legal error may be ‘serious misconduct” [see Matter of
Jung. 11 NY3d 365. 373 (2008) citing Matter of Reeves, 63 NY2d 105. Any rational person can easily see
an pattern of fundamental legal error that is in actually ‘serious misconduct” in this matter committed by
the Dry and the others.
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The "simplified
informations were never verified"...
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The simplified information were never verified by Matthew Albanese, who had already committed perjury
three times in the matter. He is also the one that claims it is illegal to remain silent. He also provided
proof in his own testimony that he was never at the location he claimed to be at when he allegedly saw the
violations occurred. For more on this specific jurisdictional issue click here, also;
Any Jurisdiction challenges may be raised at anytime. “[w]ant of jurisdiction is a basic defect, it
may be raised at any time and can never be waived.” ?People v. Nicometi, at 431, 240 N.Y.S.2d 589,
191 N.E.2d 79, see also People v Hohmeyer, 70 NY2d 41, 43 (1987); People v Peacock, 68 NY2d 675
(1986); People v Alejandro, 70 NY2d 133 (1987). "It is...well established that the failure to properly
verify an accusatory instrument is a jurisdictionally fatal defect." See, People v. Minuto, 71 Misc 2d
800, 802-803, 337 NYS2d 88 (City Ct, Batavia, 1972). In PEOPLE v. BOBACK 23 N.Y.2d 189 (1968),
the court of Appeals (the highest court in New York), held that the use of the Simplified Traffic
Information is authorized where the information is signed by an officer whose knowledge of the
facts is based upon information and belief.

What Dry attempted to do is shut down the Pro-Se's Jurisdictional challenge which he just
completely ignore, which of course by law he cannot. But then again, this is Catt County, where
the rule of law and reality are on permanent vacation...
Most people think that an Appearance Ticket is the charge. It is not. It is well settled that an appearance
ticket is not an accusatory instrument and its filing does not confer jurisdiction over the [alleged]
defendant. People v. Horner, 176 Misc 2d 93(App. Term 1998) citing People v. Cooperman, N.Y.L.J.,
Jan. 17, 1989, at 26, col 4 (App. Term, 9th & 10th Jud. Dists.); People v. Gregory, N.Y.L.J., Dec. 5, 1991,
at 30, col 2 (App. Term, 9th & 10th Jud. Dists).
It is a valid simplified information that confers jurisdiction over the defendant, alleged or otherwise, A
simplified information must comply with the commissioner of motor vehicle mandates, see CPL §
100.25[1];
“A simplified information must be substantially in the form prescribed by the commissioner of motor
vehicles, the commissioner of parks and recreation, or the commissioner of environmental conservation,
as the case may be.”
In People v Dumay 2014 NY Slip Op 04038 Decided on June 5, 2014, the Court of Appeals determined
that an accusatory instrument is a misdemeanor complaint. Further the court cited other case precedent
as to jurisdictional issues;
“A valid and sufficient accusatory instrument is a nonwaivable jurisdictional prerequisite to a
criminal prosecution” (People v. Dreyden, 15 NY3d 100, 103 [2010], citing People v. Case, 42 N.Y.2d
98, 99 [1977]; People v. Hansen, 95 N.Y.2d 227, 230 [2000] ).”
Further in People v. Caussade, the court decided/mandated;
“the People must have a valid accusatory instrument upon which the defendant may be brought to
trial, where to the People have complied with their obligation to produce for trial a defendant in their
custody [if applicable], and where all pending proceedings required to be decided before trial can
commence.” [People v. Caussade, 162 AD2d 4, 8 (2d Dept., 1995)].
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How about
William Preston Marshall, i.e. the representative of "the People", is there a law specific to that?
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"The People cannot be ready if their accusatory is invalid, for the defendant [alleged] may not be tried
on an invalid accusatory (People v McCummings, 203 AD2d 656 [3d Dept 1994]; People v Walsh, 17
Misc3d 480 [Crim Ct 2007])."
Again, the Court of Appeals has long held that legal error and judicial misconduct are “not
necessarily mutually exclusive; a pattern of fundamental legal error may be ‘serious
misconduct” see Matter of Jung. 11 NY3d 365. 373 (2008) citing Matter of Reeves, 63 NY2d 105.
So when Dry starts claiming that it was converted into long form the Pro-se counters with it could not be
because he never asked for or wanted a supporting deposition. Why should he, Albanese is accomplished
at testalying 1-2-3.
However, in order for a 'conversion' to occur two things must take place;
1. A valid, i.e. verified simplified traffic information, and;
2. A supporting deposition that is asked for and delivered on time. A victim of the New York police
state has 30 days to ask for a deposition directly to "the People" and he can also ask the court
within that time and the court will order the police to subscribe and verified and serve upon the
police state victim the deposition. If the individual does not ask for one then it cannot be provided
and the individual must consent to being prosecuted on the simplified informations themselves and
in this matter why would anyone ever want a supporting deposition from a perjurer like Albanese?
William "Preston" Marshall chimed right in to support the attempted crime Dry just committed to;
PAGE 7 LINE 24 AND ON;
MARSHALL: Judge, it does appear that service was attempted on May the 21st, 2014 and the defendant
refused so -By this statement Marshall admitted that a supporting deposition was subscribed and verified by the
person responsible and service was attempted.
CPL § 100.20 mandates that "a supporting deposition is a written instrument accompanying or filed
in connection with an information, a simplified information, a misdemeanor complaint or a felony
complaint, subscribed and verified by a person other than the complainant of such accusatory
instrument...."

In this matter on August 26th, 2014 the People, by and through “ADA” Kelly Balcom, did file and force
upon the Pro Se a “Response to Defendants Demand to Produce, Demand for Bill of Particulars, and
Omnibus Motion,” dated August 26th, 2014, subscribed and sworn to by ‘ADA’ Elizabeth Ensell.

In said People’s response a copy of the alleged supporting deposition appears in Exhibit A. Here is the
interesting aspect "the People" i.e. perjurer Elizabeth Ensell, stated in her response that it was served
upon the Pro-Se, but perjurer Matthew Albanese claims it was not served in his paperwork.
So you have two individuals (actually three if you count Marshall) claiming the exact opposite,
Back to the alleged served supporting deposition is fatality flawed for, but not limited to the following;
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The “Defendant” was not “notified of DWI & Miranda”, the box in which the time the
warning’s were read to the Alleged Defendant is blank.
Perjurer Albanese claims that the defendant must have been talking to him, yet other boxes are
blank and Albanese did claim, in the bogus Obstruction of Government Administration Charge that
the Pro-Se did remain silent so how could these even be filled in?
The verification box does not contain an date, it is blank, so it is not verified and further proves it
was never served or was it ever attempted to be served. It is not signed in a manner that would
constitute an oath or would make false statements punishable as a class A misdemeanor pursuant
to Penal Law Section 210.45. The failure to properly verify a supporting deposition and
results in a jurisdictionally defective accusatory instrument which is subject to dismissal. [
Matter of Neftali D. at 636; compare People v Holmes, 93 NY2d 889, 890-891 (1999)
Proof that Graham was at the scene and therefore was required to create the deposition.
Perjurer Albanese's signature it should have been Graham's
Notice the boxes below 3 and 4, its blank. In this area should be evidence that it was
actually served according perjurer Ensell or refused according to perjurer Albanese and
you have Marshall contradicting Ensell, both of which work for the same criminal; Rieman.
Who's on first and what's on second....is it getting confusing for you yet? This is the modus
operandi of "DA" Rieman and her employees, agents and servants. They purposely confuse
and misdirect courts as well as the defense, especially Pro-Se's so they can take advantage
of both. ADA Kelly Balcom even admitted to this on December 3rd, 2014 when she stated
"We treat all Pro Se's, i.e. people who represent themselves, this way"

7. The Description does not conform to the the requirements required by law.

Further in the 1st arraignment at the original court the Pro-Se specifically stated he did not want the
supporting deposition;
ORIGINAL COURT: And of course you have the right to communicate with your - - You have the
right to depositions, which are requests on your behalf, basically for-........
PRO SE: No, no, I'm not interested in that. I'm more interested in actually having a sit-down
deposition where I can question the actual accuser.
ORIGINAL COURT: You can do that in trial (note; this was the original alleged arraignment and
the Pro-Se had not filed any pre-trial motions yet).
I highly doubt Dry will let the Pro-Se even question Albanese with relevant questions as to his credibility
and state of mind. Something which lawyers are allowed to do but Pro-Se's are not in Cattaraugus County
New York. Albanese was also the one that failed and/or refused to sign the simplified informations within
the time allowed, which was up to and including the original arraignment. The only one he did sign was the
Obstruction of Government Administration 2nd for remaining silent which is constitutionally defective.
As shown, Amber Graham was present during the whole event, so it was she was the one that was
mandated to subscribe and verify the supporting deposition not the perjurer/complainant Albanese as
required by CPL § 100.20. Therefore, since the concurrently filed alleged "supporting deposition" is not
verified by the Graham, and even if it was it would be in violation of CPL § 100.2, it cannot be a
"supporting deposition" within the meaning of CPL § 100.20.
Further CPL § 100.25(2) mandates that a supporting deposition of the complainant police officer or public
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servant requires
a request by the defendant and an order of the court, in the absence of either, such a
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"gratuitous" filing cannot be deemed to be a "supporting deposition" within the meaning of CPL 100.25(2).
So even if it was subscribed and verified by the correct individual it was never asked for by the Pro-Se and
therefore should not even exist.
Further, the failure to properly verify a supporting deposition will result in a jurisdictionally defective
accusatory instrument which is subject to dismissal. In the Matter of Neftali D. at 636, 628 N.Y.S.2d 1, 651
N.E.2d 869 (citations omitted). ? Compare People v. Holmes, 93 N.Y.2d 889, 890-91, 689 N.Y.S.2d 687,
711 N.E.2d 965 (1999) (in verifying an accusation the complainant must appreciate the significance of that
act) with Shirley v. Schulman, 78 N.Y.2d 915, 917, 573 N.Y.S.2d 456, 577 N.E.2d 1048 (1991) ( “[i]n as
much as neither the notice of violation nor the complaint violation was verified pursuant to CPL 100.30,
they were not valid as accusatory instruments.”)

DRY LIES TO THE PRO-SE.
Dry stated that the pro se stated in his demand for discovery that he drove though the stop sign. Page 9,
lines 1 through 3;
DRY: (Inaudible.) In the demand it says that you were stopped because of a -- allegedly for failing
to stop at a stop sign.

There is nothing in the demand that even mentions this at all.
This proves Dry did not even read the demand and was working
off a preset agenda for a pre-determined outcome.
Can you guess what this outcome will be?
Click here to download the demand for discovery to see for yourself.

Another attempt by Dry to trick the Pro se into waving his right to hearings on the motions he filed was
when he was constantly claiming that all the People had to do was to respond to the Pro Se's motions.
This is another complete lie further, the People only responded once to ANY of the Pro-Se pleadings, the
Pro-Se's very first one, the Peoples response was the one in which "ADA" Elizabeth Ensell perjured
herself when she claimed the Pro-Se was not allowed to file anymore motions because of
"Omnibus Motion Rule Article 55 of the Criminal Procedure Law" which DOES NOT EXIST. A
complete lie.
The Pro Se has challenged each and everyone of the Criminal Rieman's pleadings/papers and Rieman
has only challenged one and that failed miserably.
But lets go on and show you how Dry attempted to trick the Pro-se into waiving his rights to have hearings
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on the motions
he had filed;
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PRO-SE: Your Honor, I would like to, may I first address the court on aaa.., that does not look like
the full file. I do not see any pleadings in there. I had a omnibus motion already filed…
DRY: umm… yeah…
PRO-SE: ahhh… the people…
DRY: The demand for discovery and all that, the district attorney’s office has responded,
correct?(
PRO-SE: No they have not your honor
DRY: Yes they have, I mean, did you not get… (showing me the DA’s Answer to my Omnibus
motion)
PRO-SE: Oh that, I have gotten that your honor, but I did respond to that and also however your
honor the simplified informations were never verified so ah….in accordance with a…
The Pro se was referring to his response to the peoples response. Balcom even tried to claim on
December 3rd that the People did not have to respond to the Pro-se response, which is another lie by her.
Here again....
PRO-SE: Your honor I still have many motions pending, are they…
DRY: Ummm Hmmmm
PRO-SE: still pending and I have the ability to file more
DRY: Yes I understand the case, I have reviewed the case. The motions you have made, the
response has been made by the district attorney’s office.
MARSHALL: That is my understanding judge
DRY: And that they are ready for trial
Here again Dry attempts to take advantage of Pro-Se. This is easily seen in Dry attempts to make it
appear as if the only requirement of the People is that they answer the Pro-Se papers, in this specific
instant matter Petitioners Omnibus Motion;
PRO-SE: I do not except, there is still motions that have not been heard, there has to be….
DRY: What motions
PRO-SE: OK, we can go through them right now
DRY: You have to put them in writing
PRO-SE: They are in writing your honor
DRY: Those have been answered, everything….
PRO-SE: No they have not your honor
DRY: They have been answered..
PRO-SE: the people have to be answered specifically, they did not answer
DRY: Times up
PRO-SE: Your honor they did not answer
DRY: We have reviewed it, as far as I can see everything has been answered, we are setting it
down for trial
At the closing of the action, the Dry made it very clear that the Pro Se had the right to hold hearings in the
matter;
DRY: Will set a trial date down for…
PRO-SE: I object to this your honor, I object to this totally I have the right to have hearings, I have
the right to brady hearings…
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DRY:
Hearings are denied. You have had your ummm….
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If you were representing yourself in this "court" would you be confused? Further proof it is illegal
to represent yourself in Cattaraugus County New York.
Again, the Pro Se made it very clear to Dry that the simplified informations were not signed. Dry was even
holding them in his hand when the Pro-Se pointed that out to him. Dry then attempted to claim that it was
'converted.' So what does the law say about conversion of a simplified information?
"Where there is evidence presented to a court sufficient to challenge the legitimacy of the
complainant's verification, the court's jurisdiction is no longer assured and an inquiry must be
undertaken to determine whether the complaint was properly converted" (Camacho, 185 Misc 2d at
35-36, citing People v. Case, 42 NY2d 98 [1977]; People v. Honshj, 176 Misc 2d 170, 174 [Crim Ct, Kings
County 1998], citing People v. Vasquez, NYLJ 11/25/94, at 32, col 1 [App Term, 2nd Dept 1994] and
People v. Darryl K., NYLJ 7/7/1993, at 24, col 6 [App Term, 2nd Dept], lv den sub nom People v. Khan, 82
NY2d 721 [1993]). In this matter it could not be converted and any attempt by any person, public official or
otherwise, and to move forward with this matter is an criminal act in an attempt to cover up the fact that
the Dry knew, or should have known that Rieman lack the authority to prosecute the underlying simplified
informations in any way whatsoever and he lacked the authority to move it to trial.
In People v Cobb, 2 Misc 3d 237, 768 N.Y.S.2d 295, 2003, the court decided that an accusatory
instrument is jurisdictionally defective only to the extent that Criminal Court does not have jurisdiction to
enter a guilty plea or commence a trial of a defendant upon an accusatory instrument which contains such
non-waivable defects. Criminal Courts does have subject matter jurisdiction over the facially
insufficient accusatory instrument ONLY prior to trial or judgment. It does not have jurisdiction to
proceed to trial, which includes, but not limited to scheduling a trial, conducting one, render
judgment and so on. They have to review the document, is it signed or not, and if it is not, its over,
PERIOD.

LET'S SUM IT UP;
COUNT ONE:
The Court proclaimed that it believed "the People" were "ready for Trial;
PAGE 8, LINE 15;
DRY: I think the -- I think the People are ready for trial.
Sorry, it is the People who must declare they are ready for trial, not the court claiming they might be,
further DRY knew, or should have known that there was NO WAY the people could have been ready for
trial;
"The People cannot be ready if their accusatory is invalid, for the defendant [alleged] may not be tried
on an invalid accusatory" (People v McCummings, 203 AD2d 656 [3d Dept 1994]; People v Walsh, 17
Misc3d 480 [Crim Ct 2007])
By law the People have to be ready for trial within 90 days or it gets dismissed on a 30.30 motion. Rieman
is notorious for getting cases thrown out because of violating time limits. Why? Simple, look at what is
going on with these cases, she probably has so many cases that are a fraud perpetuated by her and her
office she can't handle all of them.
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And the lengths
this thing will go to on coming up with some more bogus information/investigations on this
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Pro-Se who was allegedly charged with a couple of violations and misdemeanors in mind boggling. It's all
about the money, she could care less about going after real criminals, like the ones that really hurt people
(and we have evidence of that also) because there is no money in it.
COUNT TWO:
DRY also lies to the Pro-Se;
PAGE 9 LINE 1 AND ON;
DRY: (Inaudible.) In the demand it says that you were stopped because of a -- allegedly for failing to stop
at a stop sign.
There is absolutely nothing in the demand that even talks about the Pro-Se being stopped. What the
demand is asking for is records of the witness, such as reports of abuse, charges filed against any of the
witnesses, pending or dropped, any deals made, mental health issues, Police car GPS locations at
specific times, etc.... everything you would normally be allowed to discover in a case, except in
Cattaraugus County that is...
PAGE 8, LINE 8 AND ON;
DRY: Well, you’re asking for discovery and all that’s been provided to you. What more is there?
This is allowed by law to prove or attack the creditability of the witnesses, which in this case the People
have none and it is proven in their own writings via perjury, falsification of evidence, etc...
COUNT THREE;
Dry forces a jury trial on the Pro-Se over the Pro-Se's objections. Now, you maybe asking yourself why the
Pro-Se would object to having a jury trial. It simple;
PAGE 16, LINE 11 AND ON;
DRY: We’ll set it down for a jury trial.
MARSHALL: Jury trial -PRO-SE: I object
A jury for the most part does not have experience in the courtroom or fully understand the law. They are
easily taken advantage of by ill-willed Prosecutors who know how to manipulate jurors emotions,
concepts, etc... to influence the outcome of the trial. Further in this matter you have Verna Dry who is the
jury commissioner for Cattaraugus County, i.e. controls the pool of jurors. She is directly related to "Judge"
Dry and Verna has already violated the Pro-Se's 1st Amendment rights to document what is in the one of
his files at the County Court. Gee...can you guess what will happen?
The reason Dry forced a jury trial is because it removes him from liability. However, the Pro-Se, even if he
had a bench trial, do you think it would be fair?
COUNT FOUR;
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PAGE 11,http://catcountycorruption.com
LINE 6 AND ON;

Dry admitted that he conspired with other people in the matter;
DRY: We have reviewed it. As far as I can see, everything’s been answered
Judges have no immunity when they conspire with others to deny a person their rights.
COUNT FIVE;

DRY CLAIMS IT IS ALRIGHT FOR POLICE OFFICERS TO
ASSAULT YOU, PERJURE THEMSELVES AND FOR THE
DISTRICT ATTORNEY TO FILE FALSIFIED EVIDENCE AND HAVE
NO LEGITIMATE CHARGES AGAINST YOU.
WITH THIS RULING, HE CLAIMS LAW ENFORCEMENT CAN
MAKE ANYTHING UP THEY WANT TOO...SO YOU END UP IN
JAIL...
AND YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO BRING THAT UP AS A
DEFENSE!
PAGE 4, LINE 22 AND ON;
PRO-SE: -- the serious -- the exceptionally serious misconduct by law enforcement, including the
district attorney’s office
DRY: Well, I won’t hear that.

Yes, that's right, only in good old Cattaraugus County New York you are
not allowed to bring up the fact that they made the whole thing up and
you can prove it with their own paperwork!
So why was Dry pushing so hard for a jury trial? Simple, he knows he as well as the Rieman can take
advantage of the jury's lack of understanding of the law and how things are supposed to work at trial and
make sure the Pro-Se is found guilty no matter how much evidence he has. This is actually what
happened to the Pro-Se at the alleged DMV hearing back in 2014 when he was threaten to be arrested if
he did not leave the building immediately, i.e. kicked out by the judge, and not allowed to testify on his own
behalf, or worse they will rig the jury like it appears they did in the 4 million dollar federal lawsuit case in
which Rieman and the County are being sued.

LET'S DO A RECAP AND SHOW HOW THE PRO-SE IS GOING TO
BE GIVEN A FAIR AND HONEST TRIAL!
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1. The
original accuser, "police officer" Matthew Albanese has already committed perjury in this
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matter a number of times and the People have already admitted that he lacks the mental
reasoning ability to perform the functions of his office properly.
2. The Sheriffs Deputy Bryan H Schwabenbauer, who assaulted the pro-se has also committed
perjury and was accused of roughing up the person who filed a federal lawsuit in another
matter against him personally. (which it appears that he was never even disciplined by the
county for it)
3. The Little Valley Town Court Clerk Jillian Koch ( I wonder what her maiden name is?) is also
a Cattaraugus County Court Clerk employed by the state under Verna Dry. Koch has already
denied the Pro-Se copies of one specific document contained in the County Court file on the
matter and on 29MAY15 when the Pro-Se reviewed
4. Susan Koch who appears to be the mother-in-law of Jillian Koch has admitted to destroying
the video of the hearing that the Pro-Se attended on 08APR15. Susan Koch is the Town
Clerk of Little Valley and Jillian Koch is the Court Clerk of Little Valley. One big happy
family all looking out for each other by violating the law whenever they want to.
5. The Jury Commissioner Verna Dry, who is also the Chief Clerk of the County Court, who
gets to pick the Jury Pool is directly related to "Judge" Joesph Dry is implicated in in
tampering with a public record which is part of a four million dollar lawsuit and she has denied
the Pro-Se the right to document what is in his court file to make sure it is not tampered
with in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1519 and CPL § 175.25. Further Verna Dry is now claiming that
you are not allowed to document what is in your court file so you can prove it has been
tampered with.
6. The "Assistant District Attorney" William Preston Marshall, who is moving forward in the
Pro-Se's matter and who has already lied in it (claiming that the People were ready for trial
when in fact they knew they were not) has also been implicated in the four million dollar
lawsuit in which their is evidence that he rigged the jury and intimidated a witness by telling her
that he would take her children away if she did not testify against her husband, which by law a
wife does not have to do in New York.
7. "Judge' Dry is directly related to Vera Dry who has already violated the Pro-Se's rights and
he as committed so many violations in the Pro-Se's matter that it is obvious what the
outcome will be....
8. The Pro-Se is not allowed to show the jury the "exceptionally serious misconduct", Dry has
already stated that these crimes being perjury, falsified evidence and assault that the
criminals Albanese, Schwabenbauer, Balcom, Ensell and Reiman have committed in this
matter... will not be heard at trial. Do you really think Dry will allow the Pro Se to bring these
bad acts up that the law dictates? In criminal matters a “defendant” is allowed to bring prior
bad acts by public officers as a defense; People v Andrew, 54 AD3d 618 [1st Dept 2008], lv
denied 11 NY3d 895 [2008]; see also People v Smith, 122 AD3d 456 [1st Dept 2014]. Further
that is the sole purpose of a CPL 170.40 Motion, which of course Dry denied see also People
v Selig 2015 NY Slip Op 50573(U).

To your left is the res
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ults of a preliminary genealogical structure investigation of the Little Valley/County Court system
concerning the PRO-Se matter. Further it was County Court Judge who recommended that the venue
be changed to Little Valley.
As you can see its all family members and friends protecting and covering up each others crimes.
it's a crime syndicate pure and simple.
The criminal family syndicate we are exposing is a Little Valley Judge who's relative is the Chief Court
Clerk of Cattaraugus County who is also the jury commissioner, who gets to pick the jury, and one of the
County Chief Court Clerk's employees, Jillian Koch is also the Little Valley Town Court Clerk, who's
mother-in-law is the town clerk who allowed for the destruction of the video of the action/hearing/whatever
it was that the Pro-Se litigant appeared in, the Pro-Se is being "prosecuted" by an ADA who is at the
center of the four million dollar lawsuit which the County Judge deemed the actions of the District
Attorney's employees were illegal and has also been implicated in jury rigging and witness intimidation.
Tell me, what person in their right mind would ever think they would get a fair trial in a matter with
these types of circumstances?

Yeap.....that's going to be a Fair Trial for sure!
Only in Catt County New York, WHERE THE LAW AND REALITY
ARE ON PERMANENT VACATION!
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